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Unit 10

Islamic Ethics

Introduction
Our goal in this unit is to become familiar with the ethical teachings of Islam as they were developed by the
Prophet Muhammad and by scholars shortly after his death. Beginning as a fusion of Judaism and
Christianity, Islam quickly became identified as a distinct revelation from God to the peoples of the Arabian
Peninsula in the early seventh century CE. It emphasizes community and submission to the will of God (or
Allah) as the sacred duty of each and every believer. A strict code of ethics and frequent communal prayer
mark out Islam as unique among the world’s major religious traditions. Like Christianity, Islam claims
universal significance and has spread all over the world.

Modern mosque in St. John's Newfoundland

Listen
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Photo by Matt Sheedy, 2007.
Used with permission

Timeline

570 CE  
      Birth of Muhammad

610 CE  
      Muhammad’s revelations of the Qur’an begin

620 CE  
      Death of Muhammad’s wife, Khadijah

622 CE  
      Muhammad’s hijrah from Mecca to Medina

630 CE  
      Mecca controlled by Muhammad

632 CE  
      The death of Muhammad; succeeded by Abu Bakr

633 CE  
      Spread of Islam begins, expanding to northern Egypt, Palestine, Iran

634 CE  
      Abu Bakr succeeded by Umar

650 CE  
      Canonization of the Qur’an

661 CE  
      Damascus is established as capital of Umayyad caliphate

680 CE  
      Death of Husayn at Karbala’, sacred for Shi’a Muslims
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691 CE  
     

Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem is completed 

711 CE    
    Arab armies reach the shores of Spain

Following the unit structure, we will explore:

early Islam: origin and development;

Islamic scriptures: the tradition’s source texts for ethics;

the basic ethical teachings of early Islam;

analysis and discussion of Islamic ethics: conduct, principles, worldview; 

Islamic virtues and vices; and

moral self and moral community.

Learning objectives
At the end of this unit you will be able to: 

1. outline the historical and cultural context out of which Islam emerged; 

2. identify some of the scriptural sources for Islamic belief and how its ethical teachings developed out of
the Jewish and Christian traditions;

3. describe the ethical teachings of the prophet Muhammad; 

4. analyze Islamic ethics on the levels of conduct, principles, and foundation;

5. suggest what are some Islamic virtues; and

6. suggest what the early Islamic tradition defines as the moral self and the moral community.

 Required readings

Read the following from the required textbooks:

The World’s Religions, chapter 12: Islam: The Way of Submission to Allah
Anthology of World Scriptures, chapter 12, Islam

Suggested viewing
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My Religion Lab: The World’s Religions: Islam  
Chapter 12 in the Companion website for Anthology of World Scriptures (do not submit any exercises
to your instructor)

How to proceed

Step 1 Read through the entire unit to gain a sense of it as a whole.

Step 2 Skim chapter 12 in The World’s Religions. Although your attention to this chapter is selective,
you will gain an overall understanding of Islam and its ethical teachings, key concepts, and terms.
At this point you may wish to view the Islam section of the My Religion Lab that accompanies The
World’s Religions text. 

Step 3 Skim chapter 12 in the Anthology of World Scriptures. This, too, is an introduction to Islam and
its ethical teachings, introduced through excerpts from the Qur’an, as well as selections from
the Hadith tradition. In this text the tradition and its teachings are introduced through excerpts
from scriptures. The excerpts are brief and present ethical teachings in a simple and memorable
form. In this unit we will read some of these excerpts from scripture and analyze their ethical
teachings.

Step 4 Work through the unit carefully, one section at a time. Write notes in the margins or highlight what
you think is important. As you work through each section, read the assigned page(s) in Van Voorst
or Young. Always work back-and-forth from the course material to the books.

Step 5 As you work through the unit, complete the various exercises. They help you measure your
comprehension of the material you have just read and promote the development of critical thinking
skills. 

  Access the discussion area, and either begin a discussion or join a discussion in progress.

  Test your knowledge of the terms listed in the glossary. 

  Take note of the additional readings that the text referred to in unit 10 other than Van Voorst and
Young.

Instructional content

Early Islam: Origin and development
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Islam originated in the Middle East on the Arabian Peninsula (present day Saudi Arabia) in the year 622 CE
by the Western calendar. This date marks the beginning of the Muslim calendar and commemorates the
emigration of Muslims from Mecca to Medina. Following the Jewish and Christian traditions, Muslims
(literally meaning “one who submits to God”) believe that Allah (Arabic for “the God”) revealed His word
through a series of prophets, including Adam, Abraham, and Jesus, among others. Since we have already
addressed these earlier revelations in the chapters on Judaism and Christianity, our discussion on Islam will
begin with Muhammad, who Muslims believe to be the final prophet of God. 

As Young points out in your text, Muhammad was born an orphan in 570 or 571 CE, almost six centuries
after Jesus. He was illiterate, having never received a formal education, and for the first forty years of his life
spent much of his time organizing trade caravans that were the life blood of the Meccan economy. After his
marriage to Khadija when he was twenty-five years old (she was then forty), Muhammad was able to dedicate
much of his time to spiritual endeavours. Attracted to the religions of Judaism and Christianity, which he
learned about through his contact with various traders, Muhammad came to believe that only a prophet of this
God could solve the problems of the Arabian people. It should be noted here that according to Muslims,
Muhammad was always a monotheist and had rejected “idol worship” in all its forms. Prior to the rise of
Islam (meaning “peace” or “surrender”), various pagan tribes dominated the Arabian Peninsula, engaging in
blood feuds and petty rivalries. In his book The World’s Religions, Huston Smith describes the social scene of
pre-Islamic Arabia as follows:

Life under the conditions of the desert had never been serene. People felt almost no obligation to anyone
outside of their tribes. […] In the sixth century political deadlock and the collapse of the magistrate in
the leading city of Mecca aggravated this generally chaotic situation. Drunken orgies were
commonplace, and the gaming impulse uncontrolled. The prevailing religion watched from the sidelines,
providing no check. Best described as an animistic polytheism, it peopled the sandy wastes with beastly
spirits called jinn or demons. […] Conditions could hardly have been better calculated to produce a
smoldering undercurrent, which erupted in sudden affrays and blood feuds, some of which extended for
half a century. The times called for a deliverer (223).

Read

The World's Religions: chapter 12, “Introduction,” “Arabia in the Seventh Century C.E.,” and “The
Prophet Muhammad”

Given the harsh realities of life in the desert and the widespread spiritual dissatisfaction amongst the various
Arabian tribes, this time of “ignorance” (what Muslims call the jahiliyyah), it is believed, had to come to an
end. Surrounded by the two empires of Sassanid Persia and Byzantium, stories of the wonders of civilization
began to spread, drawing people toward the promise of a unifying religion. Some came to see the God of the
Jews and Christians as a more just and progressive God and wondered why they had never been sent a
prophet or scripture of their own. It seemed only logical that God would send a messenger to the Arabs as
well, though Muhammad never believed that he would be that person. Theirs was to be a new revelation,
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however, free from the taint of and corrupting influences of these empires. Commenting on these
developments, Karen Armstrong makes the following observation in her book A History of God:

Those Jews and Christians with whom the Arabs came in contact used to taunt them for being a
barbarous people who had received no revelation from God. […] Judaism and Christianity had made
little headway in the region, even though the Arabs acknowledged that this progressive form of religion
was superior to their own traditional paganism. […] Yet the Bedouin were fiercely independent, were
determined not to come under the rule of the great powers like their brethren in Yemen and were acutely
aware that both the Persians and the Byzantines had used the religions of Judaism and Christianity to
promote their imperial designs in the region. […] The last thing they needed was a foreign ideology,
couched in alien languages and traditions (136). 

When he was forty, Muhammad was meditating on Mt. Hira, where it is said that the angel Gabriel
commanded him to “Read [or Recite] in the name of thy Lord.” This was the first of many such revelations
that he was to receive over a period of 22 or 23 years, which were memorized by Muhammad and his early
followers and later recorded after his death. The content of these visions are what became the sacred text of
Islam, known as the Qur’an.

Read

Anthology of World Scriptures: chapter 12, “Introduction,” and “Name,” “The Call of Muhammad,”
“Opposition to Muhammad,” and “The Flight to Medina”

In 622 CE, after Muhammad had amassed a decent following, he made a famous journey (Hirja) to Yathrib
(later called Medina, or “City of the Prophet”), some 280 miles north of Mecca. The reason for his trip was
twofold: first to get away from the Meccan nobility who had begun to see him as a threat to their power, and
second, to shore up his own power in a place that had firmly embraced his ideas. As mentioned, the date 622
CE marks the start of the Islamic calendar, which Muslims refer to as A.H. (“year of the Hirja”). In Medina,
Muhammad played the role of administrator, serving as judge and general, as well as teacher to the newly
formed community. It was during this time in Medina that Muhammad and his followers stopped praying in
the direction of Jerusalem (in recognition of their Jewish roots), and faced in the direction of Mecca, where it
was believed the Kabah, a large cube-shaped shrine in the heart of the city, had been built by Abraham in
honor of Allah. This break from Judaism was a further sign of Muslim independence from its Jewish origins.

During his time in Medina, Muhammad had tremendous success in uniting the disparate tribes of the region
and awakening a spirit of cooperation that had been unknown in the region. There followed a series of battles
with the Meccans, and eight years after Muhammad’s migration from Mecca, he returned to the city as a
conqueror. By the time of Muhammad’s death in 632 CE, virtually all of Arabia was under his control. Before
the seventh century would come to a close, the followers of Muhammad had conquered North Africa, Syria,
Palesitne, Persia, Armenia, Iraq, and Spain, and had crossed the Pyrenees Mountains into France.
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Read

Anthology of World Scriptures: chapter 12, “The Death of Muhammad”

It is also important to note that a major split occurred in Islam shortly after the death of Muhammad. The two
great movements, Sunniand Shi’ite or Shi’a, parted ways because of a disagreement over the true succession
of the Prophet Muhammad. As Young points out, the majority of Muslims are Sunni, meaning those who
follow the sunnah or traditions of the Prophet, and maintain that after his death Muhammad did not appoint a
successor or even specify how one should be chosen. The minority community is known as the Shi’ite or
Shi’a (from the Arabic meaning “party”), who believe that Muhammad had in fact appointed his son-in-law
Ali to succeed him. As a result, Shi’ite Muslims share an allegiance to Ali and his descendants and their right
to spiritual authority in the Muslim community. Shi’ites also consider an “imam” to be a divinely mandated
spiritual leader of the Muslim community. For Sunni’s an imam can be anyone who leads prayer at the
mosque (place of worship). There are a few other divisions within Islam, factions and splinter groups that
have emerged over time, though for the most part it is remarkably unified to this day.

Read

The World's Religions: chapter 12, “The Spread of Islam and the Rise of Islamic Civilization,” and
“Branches of Islam”

We will have more to say on the character of this unity in the proceeding sections. For now, let us look at a
few key terms that will help situate the Islamic tradition: Allah, Kabah, Yathrib, and Hirja. You will find
these terms defined in Young, and they will serve as a starting point for our discussion on Islam. Put briefly,
we can state their meaning as follows: 

Allah is an Arabic word literally meaning “one God.” It’s meaning is no different than the God of Jews
and Christians.

Kabah is the name for the large cube-shaped shrine in the heart of Mecca, which Muslims believe was
built by Abraham. It is the holiest site in all of Islam.

Yathrib was the name of the city that Muhammad emigrated to and was later named Medina, meaning
“City of the Prophet”

Hirja is the name of Muhammad’s journey to Yathrib and is commemorated as the start of the Muslim
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calendar as A.H. (“year of the Hirja”)

Terminology Exercise

Directions: Using your text, The World’s Religions, write out the definitions for:

Allah

Kabah

Yathrib

Hirja 

Visit the companion website for the Anthology of World Scriptures textbook. Select the appropriate
chapter and use the flashcards for terms and definitions in the unit.

Islamic Scriptures: The tradition’s source texts for ethics
Unlike the Hebrew and Christian Bibles, the Qur’an claims to be the direct word of God and has been
preserved, more or less, in its original form. According to the Qur’an, the angel Gabriel appeared to
Muhammad many times over the course of 22 or 23 years and transmitted to him the verses
and surahs (chapters) that came to make up this sacred text. Muhammad recited these verses to his followers
who committed them to memory and passed them on, in turn, to other “reciteers.” According to the hadith
tradition (narrative commentaries about Muhammad and his early followers that did not get recorded in the
Qur’an), Muhammad’s followers also wrote down his sayings on “pieces of paper, stones, palm-leaves,
shoulder-blade bones and ribs, and bits of leather.” One hundred and fourteen surahs make up the Qur’an,
which is approximately the same length as the New Testament. The surahs are laid out by their approximate
length (from longest to shortest), which practically reverses the order in which Muhammad revealed them to
his followers. The early Meccan surahs are generally brief, while the later ones are moral narratives or tales
of earlier prophets and their experiences within their communities. Through these various stories and
exhortations that encourage good conduct amongst believers, the Qur’an attempts to create
an ummah (community) that is united by their faith in Allah.

It should be noted that for Muslims the order of the Qur’an is of little importance, whereas its sacredness and
the style in which it is recited are of primary importance. As Van Voorst points out in your text, this ordering
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presents a challenge to non-Muslim readers who are not used to such conventions and who have not
(typically) had the experience, language skills, nor the appreciation of hearing the Qur’an recited in Arabic.

Read

Anthology of World Scriptures: chapter 12, “Overview of Structure,” “Historical Origin and
Development,” “Contemporary Use,” and “The Holy Qur’an” 

The World’s Religions: chapter 12, “The Holy Qur’an”

As mentioned, the Qur’an is understood to be God’s own speech and not merely “inspired” by God as is the
case with the Jewish and Christian Scriptures. Moreover, it is believed that God spoke to Muhammad in
Arabic, and it is for this reason that Muslims resist its translation into any other language. The process of its
compilation and canonization is also distinct from its monotheistic brethren. Scholars generally agree that the
Qur’an may have existed as a ritual text around the time of the Prophet but did not serve as a book of law
until nearly a century later. The process of completing an official text of the Qur’an was not finished until
twenty years after Muhammad’s death, under the third caliph (leader) ‘Uthman b. ‘Affan. There is also no
body of apocryphal or competing texts written from the same period (unlike in Christianity, for example).
Furthermore, the Qur’an is not a book of law proper, as it contains only a few hundred verses that deal with
ethics, rituals, and law. It is rather more like the prophetic writings of the Hebrew Scriptures and refers to
such stories as the creation of Adam and Eve, or Noah and the Flood, drawing out the implications of these
stories rather than telling them as a narrative. The following excerpts from the Qur’an will provide an
example of how the Qur’an understands prophets from the past. It should be noted the Islam considers Jesus a
prophet of considerable importance, and holds his mother, Mary, in very high regard.

Abraham

And remember that Abraham was tried by his Lord with certain commands, which he fulfilled: He said: “I
will make thee an Imam to the Nations.” He pleaded: “And also (Imams) from my offspring!” He answered:
“But My Promise is not within the reach of evil-doers.” (2:124)

Mary

Behold! The angels said: “O Mary! Allah hath chosen thee and purified thee-choosen thee above the women
of all nations. […] Behold! The angels said: “O Mary! Allah giveth thee glad tidings of a Word from Him: his
name will be Christ Jesus, the son of Mary, held in honour in the world and the Hereafter and of (the
company of) those nearest to Allah; He shall speak to the people in childhood and in maturity. And he shall
be (of the company) of the righteous.” She said: “O my Lord! How shall I have a son when no man hath
touched me?” He said: “Even so: Allah createth what He willeth: When He hath decreed a plan, He but saith
to it, ‘Be,’ and it is!” (3:42-7)
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Jesus

Christ the son of Mary was no more than a messenger; many were the messengers that passed away before
him. His mother was a woman of truth. They had both to eat their (daily) food. See how Allah does make His
signs clear to them; yet see in what ways they are deluded away from the truth! (5:75)

Read

Anthology of World Scriptures: chapter 12, “Creation,” and “Adam, Eve, and the Fall”

While the Qur’an remains the most authoritative text for Islam, the hadith tradition is also considered
authoritative, as it addresses many questions about ritual, ethics, and law that are not made clear in the
Qur’an. It is also the definitive source for the various legal rulings of the Prophet Muhammad. In Van Voorst,
you will find a section on the hadith at the end of the chapter. Although we will only touch briefly on this
tradition, its importance for Islamic ethics should not be underestimated. As Jonathan E. Brockopp notes
in Islamic Ethics of Life:

The importance of commentary in the Islamic tradition demonstrates that the Qur’an is not usually subject to
a literal reading. Rather, Muslims have depended on learned men and women to interpret the divine word and
to add their own teachings to this tradition. (4)

The hadith were written down a few centuries after the prophet’s death, and while there are six canonical
collections of hadith, subsequent collections are numerous and continue to be composed until this day.
Because of the unorthodox structure of the Qur’an, the hadith are meant to provide a historical context from
which it can be interpreted. As noted in Van Voorst, the interpretation of the Qur’an has been an effort to
apply the teachings given by Muhammad to everyday life.

Read

Anthology of World Scriptures: chapter 12, “Selections from the Hadith”

The rapid growth of the Muslim community, which led to the establishment of a world empire in the eighth
and ninth centuries, combined with the death of the first generation of Muslim scholars meant that it was
essential that scholars come together to interpret the various sources. As Brockopp further observes: 
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Scholarship grew quickly, embracing the riches of Byzantine, Persian, and Indian cultures. In the process,
theological and legal schools grew, as did mystical orders. This variety challenged the power structures, and
from 833 to 848 an inquisition was set up to impose a single set of theological doctrines. That inquisition
failed, and as a result, no single school of law or theology has even been able to dominate Islamic thought.
The importance of this event cannot be overemphasized. Had the inquisition succeeded, authority for
judgments on Islamic ethics may have been centralized, forming a hierarchy similar to that found in other
religious traditions. Its failure led to a highly decentralized system, with many different influences. (6)

Read

The World’s Religions: chapter 12, “The Spread of Islam and the Rise of Islamic Civilzation”

Some other important related developments to note are the following: shari’ah, or “the law of God,” consists
of various sayings, admonitions, and legal rulings contained in the Qur’an, which were explained and
elaborated upon in the Prophetic tradition to cover the entire body of authoritative Muslim teaching. The term
shari’ah refers to right actions, which will lead people to paradise in the afterlife. Within this framework,
there exists a range of actions classified in five categories that are to be considered, with varying degrees of
“obligation.” 

Lawful (halal), and therefore obligatory

commendable, and therefore recommended (mustahabb)

neutral, and therefore permitted (mubah)

reprehensible, and therefore disliked (makruh)

unlawful (haram), and therefore forbidden

In addition to shari’ah, Islamic jurisprudence or fiqh is the theoretical portion of Islamic law, which consists
mainly of the interpretation of shari’ah. Islamic jurisprudence is based on four sources: the Qur’an and the
sunnah are the two primary sources, while the personal reasoning of the scholars (ijihad) and the general
consensus of the community (ijma) round out the other two. While we will only be touching upon shari’ah
and fiqh, it is useful to keep these traditions in mind for they often serve as the vehicle through which ethical
questions are interpreted in Muslim communities.

/
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Terminology Exercise

As a study aid to sorting out the various scriptural texts that are mentioned above, and in Young, and that
are excerpted from in Van Voorst, write out definitions of the following terms: 

Qur’an

hadith

ummah

shari’ah

fiqh 

The basic ethical teachings of early Islam

As we have already discussed, Muhammad was not the “composer” of the Qur’an but merely its translator or
interpreter, reciting what he had heard from the angel Gabriel. To say that the teachings of the Qur’an are the
teachings of Muhammad is therefore misleading, as they are believed to be the words of Allah. This
“Western” mistake was compounded by the fact that until recently Islam was frequently referred to as
“Mohammedanism.” This saying is not only inaccurate but also offensive, for it implies that Muhammad
created the religion and not God. With the hadith, however, we do come across a tradition that does claim to
report on Muhammad’s rulings in short narrative reports of what he said, did, or allowed (or forbade). 

Much like Christianity, Islam claims to be a universal religion, open to all people in all places. In fact, all that
is required to become a Muslim is to sincerely confess in the presence of two other Muslims that “There is no
God but Allah, Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah.” We find in the Qur’an various passages that allude to
this spirit:

Those who believe (in the Qur’an), and those who follow the Jewish (scriptures), and the Christians and the
Sabians, any who believe in Allah and the Last Day, and work righteousness, shall have their reward with
their Lord; on them shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve. (2:62)

Read
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Anthology of World Scriptures: chapter 12, “Contemporary Use” “God’s Absolute Oneness,” and “On
Unbelievers, Jews, and Christians”

As Van Voorst notes in your text, one of the main themes in the Qur’an is the absolute oneness of God. As the
Qur’an incorporates both Jewish and Christian elements within the text, it differentiates on a number of
occasions between false revelations and what it claims to be true. In the reading entitled “God’s Absolute
Oneness,” the Qur’an seeks to clarify its position on Jesus. Islam rejects the notion that Jesus is the Son of
God: “They say: “Allah hath begotten a son.” Glory be to Him-Nay, to Him belongs all that is in the heavens
and on earth: everything renders worship to Him. (2:116) It is not uncommon in Islam to interpret Christian
belief in Christ as polytheistic; that is, the worship of more than one God. For Muslims the one true God
cannot share His nature with another, and is beyond all scope, all consciousness, and all measure. 

In our modern day, the question of the role of women in Islam is a contentious one and has provoked much
confusion in the Western world. While the treatment and status of women varies from culture to culture, the
Qur’an and the hadith tradition offer a fairly clear picture. Marriage, for example, is between the prospective
husband and the woman’s father, though the Qur’an emphasizes that this contract is essentially between the
husband and wife. It is generally understood that the father is to act on the woman’s behalf and in her interest.
Divorce is allowed in Islam, but only as a last resort. 

If a wife fears cruelty or desertion on her husband’s part, there is no blame on them if they arrange an
amicable settlement between themselves; and such settlement is best; even though men’s souls are swayed by
greed. But if ye do good and practice self-restraint, Allah is well-acquainted with all that ye do. (4:128)

It is true that Islam does allow polygamy, though it limits a man to four wives. While this may not sound
strict, in pre-Islamic Arabia the number of wives that a man could have was unlimited. The verse dealing
with this subject offers a proviso, “If you [men] are afraid that you would not act justly towards the orphans
[in you care], then marry what seems good to you of women: two, three, or four.” (4:3) This verse is usually
interpreted one of two ways: It can mean that a man may marry the widowed mother of orphans to provide
for them. It could also mean that a man may marry two, three, or four orphan girls after they have obtained a
marriageable age. In the seventh century Arabia, where warfare was common and where men would often
lose their lives in battle or in search of sustenance in the desert, the provision that a brother or a friend look
after the wife and family of a fallen man was considered a necessary and humane practice. 

The Qur’an demands strict equality, both materially and emotionally, for all of a man’s wives. If this is not
possible, then the Qur’an stipulates, “then only one.” It also requires that “You cannot act equitably among
your wives however much you try.” (4:3 and 129) As a consequence most Muslim marriages are
monogamous, with modern day estimates ranging from 1-3% of marriages being polygamous. 

On the question of property rights, women are allowed to own and dispose of property as they please. While
this may not sound adequate by today’s standards, Islam was one of the first societies to offer these rights to
women, well over a thousand years before they were granted in most Western societies. It is often noted that
Islamic law and social custom (and not the Qur’an) are the sources for the oppression of women. Women’s
rights and how they are interpreted remain a pressing question for Islamic countries to this day. 

It is also interesting to note that the Qur’an does not refer at all the hijab or veiling of women as we have it
today. All that it demands is that women dress modestly and avoid wearing jewelry; and in the very next
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verse it demands modesty of men. In the hadith, however, we find that the Muslim community adopted the
hijab during the caliphate (early leadership), and was most likely influenced by Eastern Christian and ancient
Greek custom.

Read

Anthology of World Scriptures: chapter 12, “The Wives of Muhammad,” and “Women,” and “Law
Codes”

Beyond the question of women, there are various codes of conduct and principles that make up the ethical
teachings of Islam. We will deal with some of these questions in the proceeding section.

Exercise

Answer the following questions:

How is the Qur’an like the Hebrew and Christian scriptures? How is it different? 

What is the Muslim view of Jesus?

What are your thoughts on the Qur’an’s view toward women? Does this constitute ethical
treatment, or does it fall short of the mark? 

Analysis of Islamic Ethics: conduct, principles, foundation

Read

The World's Religions: chapter 12 “The Islamic Worldview”
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Conduct: Unlike Judaism and Christianity, Islam has no priesthood to act as intermediaries between humans
and Allah. While Shi’ite Muslims do accept the authority of the imams, there nonetheless remains a
considerable amount of responsibility placed on the individual. As we have already seen, Muslims are not to
coerce others to accept their faith, as people must submit willingly to Allah. Islamic law (shari’ah) does not
generally reason from principles in the implementation of the law since the structure of legal reasoning
(ijihad) tends to describe ethics in terms of standard cases and not on principles. This tendency, notes Daniel
Brown, is one that finds its root in “theological voluntarism,” by which is meant that God (and the Qur’an) is
the only source for the exercise of will. In his essay “Islamic Ethics in Comparative Perspective,” Brown
draws the following analogy to consider:

A contemporary Muslim scholar, for example, makes the startling claim that “for Muslims abortion is
not an ethical question.” By which he means, Muslims don’t have to think about abortion, they just go to
the Qur’an and the Sunna to find out whether it’s right or wrong. Within a voluntarist framework such
logic is quite sensible. If God is the only sure source of knowledge of good and evil, then there is little
need for ethical reflection-rather, the only proper methods in ethics will be to go directly to revelation.
An insistence on beginning with the Qur’an and Sunna faithfully reflects a basic assumption of Muslim
ethical theory-that God alone defines right and wrong, hence sure knowledge of good and evil can only
be gained through revelation (185). 

In this way, as Brown outlines above, each case where ethics is concerned offers an opportunity to reflect
upon scripture. While this may sound limiting and even austere, the reliance on God’s word for ethical
knowledge means that the role of human legislation is also limited. As a result, there is no single source or
body (Shi’ite Islam notwithstanding) to establish ethical codes. As a consequence, many acts are left up to an
individual’s conscience. By following the injunctions of the Qur’an which, as Young points out, speak of the
righteous life, personal piety, and a commitment to social justice on almost every page, Muslims can better
strive to conduct themselves in line with the will of Allah.

Read

Anthology of World Scriptures: chapter 12, “The Conduct of Believers”

Principles: As noted in the section above, Islamic ethical principles are tough to pin-down, as they are
generally considered subordinate to the will of God, which requires interpretation on a case-by-case basis.
Nevertheless, the “five pillars” of Islam usually serve as a starting point, consisting of five basic duties that
every Muslim must perform. With the exception of the first duty, shahadah, the pillars are all rites of
worship. 

1. The first pillar is shahadah: ‘I bear witness that there is no god except God, and I witness that
Muhammad is the messenger of God.’ 
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2. The second pillar is salat: these are obligatory prayers which must be performed five times a day: at
dawn, noon, mid-afternoon, sunset, and after dark. These prayers were the first Islamic rules to be
instituted. 

3. The third pillar is zakat or almsgiving: this is the relationship between obedience to God and a
commitment to serve the poor. The literal meaning of zakat is “to purify or increase.” And so offering
alms to the poor is believed to purify the believer from attachment to material possession and increase
their standing in the eyes of God.

4. The fourth pillar of Islam is the fast during the month of Ramadan. It is a month-long fast from sunrise
to sunset and is meant to cultivate character, endurance, and appreciation for what one has. In addition
to giving up food and drink, believers are encouraged to abstain from slander, bad language, or any
other impurities. 

5. The fifth pillar of Islam is the hajj pilgrimage to Mecca. There are many components to this ritual, as
discussed in Young. A person who completes the hajj successfully is considered cleansed of their sins,
as though they have been reborn into a new stage of life.

Read

Anthology of World Scriptures: chapter 12, “Confession of Faith,” “Prayer,” “Alms,” “The Fast,” and
“Pilgrimage” 

One other principle to note is that of jihad. As Young points out, jihad is one of the most misunderstood
aspects of Islam. The general meaning of the term is “striving for moral and religious perfection.” Because
Islam is self-regarded as a universal religion, jihad can mean service in the spread or defense of Islam. In the
event of an attack upon the faith from outside forces (usually violent), jihad calls for fighting on behalf of the
faith as the duty of all able-bodied Muslim men. The broader and more common meaning of jihad, however,
is to strive within one’s self and one’s community toward moral and religious perfection. Every Muslim who
strives is known as a mujihad. A sample of sayings from the Qur’an expresses this duel meaning:

Fight in the cause of God those who fight you, but do not transgress limits; for God loveth not
transgressors. (2:190)

And fight them on until there is no more tumult or oppression, and there prevail justice and faith in God;
but if they cease, let there be no hostility except to those who practice oppression. (2:193)

And if any strive (with might and main), they do so for their own souls: for Allah is free of all needs
from all creation. (29:6)
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Read

Anthology of World Scriptures: chapter 12, “The Different Dimensions of Struggle (Jihad)”

Foundation (worldview): As with Judaism and Christianity, Islam rests its belief in one God (Allah), and
shares many of the prophets and themes that are developed in the Hebrew and Christian scriptures. Likewise,
it teaches that Allah has given humans power over the earth and all its creatures. Also like its monotheistic
brethren, Islam teaches that Allah has revealed the way that humans are to live and will punish those who
disobey. Unique to Islam, as we have noted, is the belief that the Qur’an represents the final and precise word
of God, a claim which both limits human interpretation and human power to manipulate or change the sacred
scriptures. Also unique to Islam is the idea that women and men were created from a single soul, which adds
credence to claims of equality between the sexes. The oft-repeated line “if God wills,” is common in Muslim
countries and indicates God’s power in predetermining people’s fate. While Muslims believe that God desires
humans to submit to His will, this submission is seen to be voluntary, where one is encouraged to use reason
and choose for one’s self to come to faith in Allah. Debates within the faith concern questions on how to
establish with certainty the moral and ethical responsibility of the individual to Allah. Islam also has a notion
of the afterlife and of heaven and hell. Those who have obeyed God’s will and strived for goodness will be
rewarded, while those who have fallen short will be damned.

Read

Anthology of World Scriptures: chapter 12, “Predestination,” “Resurrection and Judgment,” and
“Heaven and Hell”

Terminology Exercise

After working carefully through the last section of the manual and the accompanying readings, define the
following terms, indicating how each relates to ethics:
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zakat

the fourth pillar of Islam

jihad

judgment

predestination 

Visit the companion website for the Anthology of World Scriptures textbook. Select the appropriate
chapter and use the flashcards for terms and definitions in the unit.

Islamic virtues and vices
In Islam there are many virtues of note including righteousness, mercy, tolerance, and honesty, to name but a
few. While virtues are discussed in the Qur’an in reference to various contexts, they are not listed in any one
place. Let us look at some of these virtues as they appear in the Qur’an.

Righteousness

Those who believe, and do deeds of righteousness and establish regular prayers and regular charity, will have
their reward with their Lord: on them shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve. (2:277)

They ask thee concerning wine and gambling, Say: “In them is great sin and some profit for men; but the sin
is greater than the profit.” (2:219)

Mercy

“We ordained therein for them: ‘Life for life, eye for eye, nose for nose, ear for ear, tooth for tooth, and
wounds equal for equal.’ But if anyone remits the retaliation by way of charity, it is an act of atonement for
himself.” (5:45)

Tolerance

“If it had been thy Lord’s Will, they would all have believed, all who are on earth! Wilt thou then compel
mankind, against their will, to believe!” (4:135)

Honesty 

“Cover not Truth with falsehood, nor conceal the Truth when ye know (what it is).” (2:42)
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“Take not your oaths, to practice deception between yourselves.” (16:94)

As with other traditions, Islamic views on vice run counter to popular virtues. Such attributes as lust,
cowardice, folly, and venality would be examples of Muslim vices. Unlike Judaism and Christianity,
however, Islam has a strict view on temperance, forbidding such things as gambling and the use of alcohol. 

Moral self and moral community
We have noted more than once that in Islam the self is defined in relation to Allah and one’s willingness to
submit to His Truth. This submission, however, is not one of total surrender but one that is combined with
one’s ability to reason and sort out the truth for one’s self. People are thus responsible to consult the Qur’an,
the community, and their conscience in sorting out the proper course of action in day-to-day life. The moral
community is much stronger in Islam than it is in other traditions. Historical divisions notwithstanding,
Muslims hold strongly to the principle of the ummah (“people”), which is the idea of a single and worldwide
Muslim community. All Muslims can be identified by their adherence to the five pillars of Islam, especially
salat, that of prayer. It is greatly encouraged in Islam that one pray with as many fellow believers as possible
(five times per day) in order to strengthen one’s convictions and the bonds of the community.

Exercise

Answer the following question in a well-developed paragraph of ten to twelve sentences:

Discuss some of the principle differences between Jewish, Christian, and Muslim ethics. How has Islam
similar? How is it different? In your response, be sure to reference the prophets, scripture, and positions
on key ethical questions. 

Conclusion 
This unit discusses Islam as an ethical tradition that claims an oral and written tradition for over fourteen
hundred years. The unit considers the patriarchs of the tradition along with the prophets, and the hadith
tradition and its relation to the prophet Muhammad. This unit also discusses the similarities and differences
between Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, and attempts to highlight where Islam parts company with its
ancient progenitors. This unit analyzes the ethical teachings of Islam as conduct, principles, and worldview,
the principles that underpin the belief in Allah and His word. We discuss what the tradition considers virtues
and vices and what constitutes its moral community. 

Glossary of terms
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Fiqh—jurisprudence, or the theoretical principle that outlines the laws contained in shari’ah

Hadith—a commentary on the Prophet’s sayings or actions

Hajj—the holy pilgrimage to Mecca, taken at least once in a lifetime if feasible

Ijtihad—applying one’s reason to legal opinions

Jihad—the Muslim word for struggle or striving (both an inner struggle against temptation and an outward
struggle for a Muslim social order)

Mecca—the most sacred city in Islam, and site of the Kabah and the hajj pilgrimage 

Salat—one of the five pillars of Isalm salat indicates the Muslim obligation to pray five times per day

Shahadah—The profession of faith that God is the only God and Muhammad is His messenger

Shari’ah—the divine law as it is interpreted by judges, based on the Qur’an and hadith tradition

Shi’ite—the smaller branch of Islam that trace the Prophets succession through the imams in the lineage of
Ali, Muhammad’s son-in-law

Sunni—the larger branch of Islam that trace the Prophet’s succession through the caliphate 

Ummah—The Muslim community as a whole
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